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Minutes of Childhood education meeting—Sept. 17 2007
Members present—Zafer Unal, Guda Gayle-Evans, Margaret Hewitt, Juanita Fountain,
Michael Sampson, Steve Micklo, Vivian Fueyo, Cynthia Leung, Kathe Rasch, Deanna
Michael
1. DOE folio review and approval process—The DOE reviewed the folio in August
and informal feedback has been good. We are awaiting formal feedback. Kathe
and Vivian are going to Tallahassee October 11 and 12 to get the specific
information regarding the preparation for the visit and the review of the dual track
program. This will be the only program reviewed by the DOE because it is the
only program specifically approved by USF St. Petersburg.
2. Eckerd College is still interested in an articulation agreement. It appears that a 3+2
makes more sense than a graduate program because of the financial aid implications,
particularly for out-of-state tuition.
3. Update on the critical assignments in CDNZafer reports that there are still instructors who do not use the critical assignments or
label them differently. This is particularly a problem with adjuncts.
Zafer needs to know when there are modifications in the syllabi. We reiterated that
the critical assignments must be on the syllabi and use our text.
One of the modifications is that when a course is taken on-line the assignments might
change.
4. Assignments for Masters in Reading for CDN-9:30 on September 24 th and the
reading faculty will meet. The critical assignments will be reviewed and revisited.
RED 6116 will be the place that students will be oriented to the CDN process.
5. Discuss the syllabi for the new folio—Deanna Michael
Deanna still needs contact from all to help take responsibility for all courses to be further
developed in the future. Deanna will
Development for Life-Span—Guda, Bonnie, Bill, Lyman
Literacy and Social Studies—Kim, Guda, Margaret©, Cynthia
Standards-Based Curriculum—Zafer
ESE Learner—Kim Stoddard, Gwyn
Literacy Development—Cynthia ©, Kim, Gwyn, Michael
Social Foundations—Bill, Terry, Deanna, Larry J., Margaret
Math—Andy, Kathe, Lyman, Michael
Science—Mark, Malcolm, Michael
Family and Community Collaboration—Bonnie, Terry, Juanita? Or Guda

Instructional Design and Classroom Management—Margaret©, Juanita, Terry, Mark,
Steve M.
Measurement—Steve, Bonnie, Kathe, Cynthia
Art, Music, Health and Movement—Deanna, Olivia, Juanita, Marilyn
Instructional and Adaptive Technology—Zafer, Terry, Bill, Bonnie
Writing across the curriculum—Bonnie, Gwyn ©, Malcolm, Michael
Language and Linguistics—Jennifer Khattabi, Donna Lawless, Vivian
Field Experiences—Bonnie, Gwyn, Kathe, Juanita

Time frame for these revisions? Syllabi complete by November 1. Vivian suggests she
needs to know what type of support will be necessary from the Dean's office. Each
group writes up the syllabus and sends to Deanna. Statements regarding
accommodations, academic dishonest, religious holidays, incomplete grade policy and
intellectual property.
6. Schedule meeting times—Literacy will set meetings on September 24.
7. Update on the AS to BS program in Early Childhood—Steve Micklo
Steve presented new data regarding this program, a 3 way partnership with USF Tampa,
St. Pete Seminole, and USF St. Petersburg. We schedule the classes and provide the
instructors. Most students are Pinellas County. The moneys were consolidated into the
early childhood coalition this year, putting the money in one place. With budget cuts,
there was no scholarhip money and no advertisement this year. There are very few
patterns to the enrollment data for the courses in this program. Scheduling is based upon
the students' interest. This includes Saturday morning. Enrollment peaked in Fall 2006
with a real push on scholarship money for folks to enroll. So for now, without the

scholarship money. The requirement for these folks to get B.A. by Fall, 2012.
The sheet shows the requirements. We agreed to run the program at the UPC in
Seminole. We have run required courses and the electives. This includes also 9 hours of
exit. They must have upper level courses, 48 of which must be through USF. The exit
courses should technically be at Seminole, as well as the electives. There are scheduling
challenges now; there are now upper division courses at SPC.
Steve highlighted logistic and enrollment concerns at this time. There is also a
problem of public perception, related to USF's commitment to early childhood. Some of
the students are quite concerned that they put lots of $ into this, and there is no reward for
the directors and the salaries remain the same. A lot of theses folks have an A.S. that, at
the time, was the terminal degree.
Vivian apprised the groups that the things that have changed: Budget cuts make
it impossible to support these courses. At one time, we were offering courses that were
duplicates of courses in other programs at Seminole. That assisted enrollments. As we
move into the new program, we would have to create courses specific to this program.
This is a faculty and resource problem; we cannot support this.

Degree opportunities were discussed that might better meet the needs of this group of
students so that they would get certification opportunities as well.
Vivian reminded the group that if we take this program on, we will need to submit a full
degree proposal through our campus and Tampa. We have to be able to triple enrollment
to make it financially feasible. Steve reminded that by offering duplicate courses in
Seminole, we cannibalize our courses. The current degree also comes from Arts and
Sciences.
The faculty have suggested that we might need to revisit a degree program in early
childhood. Juanita suggested that Head Start might be a clientele, but Guda suggested
that the enrollment at SPC is struggling in that area as well.
Bonnie suggested that the PrK ESE endorsement with courses on line would be very
feasible. This might be a market. Access to computers was problematic for some of
those students.
Vivian reviewed the changes since the previous motion to offer this are affected by
budget cuts. It might be time to do a needs assessment to tailor something for our
community and develop a new program.
Obligations to finish current students? This is still Tampa's program, so it would be there
obligation. They should be in Banner as Tampa students, but we are not sure. Few of the
students are shown as AS to BS.

Steve moves to discontinue USF St. Petersburg partnership in AS to BS effective Spring
2007. Look at a feasibility study to meet the needs of early childhood professional in
Pinellas County.
There needs to be conversation with the Early Childhood Coalition and Coordinated
Child Care so that they understand the nature and context for this decision. Gwyn
seconded. Motion passed unanimously.
8. Updates from FLaRE meeting—Gwyn
Handouts from Florida Literacy and Reading Excellence, a part of Reading First. One
literacy person from each university in the state, with the next meeting in November.
This group authors white papers with latest information for literacy coordinators.
She reviewed a report on AACTE's initiatives regarding alternative certification for the
state of Florida. She reports that COE' s are changing reading curriculums for FLaRE,
Reading First and Just Read.
The FLaRE fellows in invite Dr. Tonginson to share research.

She also reported that OF is offering graduate programs in 10 schools in Pinellas County.
9. Internships—Long discussion regarding finger printing for Level 1. It appears
that we will be able to permit for Internship I, and also send a letter out to all
students accepted during the semester notifying them that the fingerprinting must
be done before the first class.
Zafer can also put the prerequisite in OASIS so all students can see it there.

10. CDN calendar for evaluation was reviewed.
Next meeting will be October 22 at 9:30-11:30.

